§ 17.277
Medical determinations are not appealable to the Board. 38 CFR 20.101.

§ 17.277 Third-party liability/medical care cost recovery.
The Center will actively pursue third-party liability/medical care cost recovery in accordance with applicable law.


§ 17.278 Confidentiality of records.
Confidentiality of records will be maintained in accordance with 38 CFR 1.460 through 1.582.

(Authority: 5 U.S.C. 552, 552a; 38 U.S.C. 501, 1781, 5701, 7332)

GRANTS TO THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES

§ 17.350 The program of assistance to the Philippines.
The provisions of this section through §17.370 are applicable to grants to the Republic of the Philippines and to furnishing medical services under 38 U.S.C. 1724 and 1732, and 38 CFR 17.36 through 17.40, and implement the “Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Republic of the Philippines on the Use of the Veterans Memorial Medical Center and the Provision of Inpatient and Outpatient Medical Care and Treatment of Veterans by the Government of the Philippines and Furnishing of Grants-in-Aid Thereof by the Government of the United States of America,” dated April 25, 1967 (Treaties and Other International Acts Series 6248), and a subsidiary agreement of the same date, both of which were entered into pursuant to the provisions of 38 U.S.C. 1731–1734. All such implementing regulations have been approved by the Director of the Office of Management and Budget.


§ 17.351 Grants for the replacement and upgrading of equipment at Veterans Memorial Medical Center.
Grants to assist the Republic of the Philippines in the replacement and upgrading of equipment and in rehabilitating the physical plant and facilities of the Veterans Memorial Medical Center, which the Secretary may make under the authority cited in §17.350, shall be subject to such terms and conditions as the Secretary may prescribe. Among such terms and conditions to which the grants will be subject, will be advance approval by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs of equipment purchases, maintenance or repair projects. The awarding of such grants is further subject to the limitations on available funds in §17.352.

(Authority: 38 U.S.C. 1732, as amended by Pub. L. 97–72, sec. 107(c)(1))


§ 17.352 Amounts and use of grant funds for the replacement and upgrading of equipment.
Grants awarded under §17.351 shall not exceed the amounts provided by the appropriation acts of the Congress of the United States for the purpose. Funds appropriated for the upgrading and replacement of equipment at the Veterans Memorial Medical Center, or for rehabilitating its equipment, shall remain available in consecutive fiscal years until expended, but in no event shall exceed the amount of $500,000 per year. It is not intended that such funds will be utilized to expand the medical center facilities. Upgrading of equipment, however, would permit purchase of new and additional equipment not now possessed by the medical center.

(Authority: 38 U.S.C. 1732)

[47 FR 58250, Dec. 30, 1982]

§ 17.355 Awards procedures.
All applications for grants to the Republic of the Philippines under the provisions of §17.351 shall be submitted to the Under Secretary for Health or a designee for consideration.

(Authority: 38 U.S.C. 1732)